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Abstract. This publication addresses the issue of cognitive skills as a challenge for the teachers and an asset for the learners. Despite the unanimity in
accepting cognitive skills development as a rightful educational agenda, teaching practitioners give preference to the development of lower-order cognitive
skills in learners. The reason lies not only the backwash effect of closed-ended
testing tasks, but also teachers’ beliefs. The hypothesis of the research consists
in the following proposition: cognitive skills growth in the classroom depends
on explicit training of lower- and higher-order cognitive skills. This research
draws on teachers’ opinion poll, follow-up interviews and a case study of
teaching students of engineering specialties a set of higher-order cognitive
skills in their lessons of English. Cognitive skills enable the learner to work
out the four types of knowledge such as, factual (facts and events), conceptual
(theories and models), procedural (methodology and processes), and metacognitive (awareness of ways and practices of critical thinking). These types of
knowledge, based on higher-order thinking, enable the learners to make wellinformed decisions as a result of productive thinking. Creative procedures of
knowledge generation and application enhance learners’ cognitive abilities
further on. The article considers the barrier raised by the teaching community
that gives preference to challenging learners with acquiring the ready-made
knowledge rather than with the knowledge-producing tasks. Ready-made
knowledge acquisition seems to be more appealing to both teachers and students, because of the fast-gained results, while cognitive skills development
bears fruit much later. The truth is that there is no fast track towards higherorder cognitive skills development. Therefore, declarative knowledge prevails.
Keywords: cognitive skills; lower-order cognitive skills; higher-order cognitive skills; logical reasoning; critical thinking.

Introduction
Definition
Skill is a critical asset of human capital, increasing productivity of individuals and communities. Hence, there is growing interest in exploring the
area of cognitive skills and philosophy of cognition in education. Cognitive
skills are knowledge- and competence-related mechanisms. This relationship
consists in that learner competence is a function of skills.
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There is a whole scope of terms related to skills in cognition: cognitive universals, cognitive strategies, metacognitive skills, study skills, study
competence etc. [1–3].
Cognitive universals refer to the mentally invariant models, in which
individuals’ minds map the reality. Cognitive strategies are learning techniques that help acquire contents through rote learning or deep processing,
word-for-word reproduction or material transformation, looking for the
meaning or guessing from context etc. Metacognitive skills involve ideas
about learning activities and goal awareness, choosing the required steps and
working out strategies, monitoring the process and evaluating the results.
Study skills include the mastery of tasks performance such as note-taking,
essay writing, web-quest, reading for gist or details and others. Taken together, study skills underlie the degree of excellence in learning known as
“study competence”.
The overview of skills pertinent to learning leads us to the following
definition of the learner cognitive skill: Learner cognitive skill is a functional mechanism that enables an individual to process information and produce
new knowledge, creating, integrating and utilizing the means of resolving
situational challenges and problem.
Problematizing learner cognitive skills
Cognitive skills in education have become a trendy research strand
since the second half of the 20th century. In search of pedagogical means to
increase the efficiency of instruction, attention of scholars has focused on
controlling memory processes, developing intelligence functions, such as,
decision making and problem solving, embedding cognitive operations in
teaching procedures, dealing with challenged learners in the inclusive environment [4].
Despite the unabated interest in cognitive functions, there is a growing
bend towards other personality resources [5–9].
One of the research strands in the area of learner efficacy is shifting
emphasis away from cognitive to non-cognitive skills, such as motivation,
effort, self-regulated learning, self-efficacy and self-concept (belief in one’s
potential to achieve and learning abilities), prosocial behavior and learner
resilience to stress [10]. The research has shown the importance of noncognitive attributes to learners’ success opening new horizon of positive
pedagogy.
Going deeper into the problem of cognitive skills development, it is
necessary to point out that the improvement of learners’ standardized
achievements in tests is often the result of building up subject competences
rather than cognitive skills in learners [11]. This means that the focus of attention is in many cases put primarily on the subject knowledge overlooking
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the development of fluid intelligence. Teaching contents rather than cognitive skills, seems like taking a shortcut, which is always a faster track. One
of the reasons is that it is unknown how the enhancement of fluid intelligence translates into gains in the learners’ examination performance.
Instructional practices have always been under the influence of testing
procedures [12]. The technicalities of testing have become part and parcel of
classroom practices in pursuit of students’ higher scoring. The backwash
effect of testing can be traced back to the teaching context [13].
The question is whether testing techniques frustrate or facilitate teaching cognitive skills in the classroom. Namely, it is important to find out
whether closed-ended formats, such as cloze procedure, matching, true-false
or multiple choice, promote any higher-order thinking operations. If “yes”,
testing procedures can be welcome in the lessons as cognition boosters.
A comparative study of national reading tests in Denmark, Norway
and Sweden shows that testing formats can differ in cognitive engagement of
test takers. They may involve students in developing multiplicity of stances
towards the text by producing a variety of opinions and hypothesizing about
the text, or linking ideas across different texts for reading and listening as
requested by the testing tasks.
It is worth noting that the ability to solve “cloze” (gap-filling) tasks is
not constrained by lack of global comprehension of the whole text, meaning
that successful performance in cloze tests is possible by attending to details
and and ignoring whole-meaning processing. Emphasis on making local inferences lies lower in the order of thinking than interpreting implied meaning,
reflecting and commenting on the content processing the text globally [14].
Reading proves to be essential in boosting learners’ cognitive skills.
Research experiments with eye tracking during reading prove that successful
readers show markedly distinct cognitive operations [15].
Successful readers direct their gaze along the meaningful thread in the
text, process the meaning of larger text chunks beyond the clause-sentence
level, process the text at a number of levels from details to the global message. The chief finding is that whole text processing points to higher-order
thinking during reading in contrast to local inferences from words, clauses or
sentences. This means that global meaning processing is a separate cognitive
skill standing higher in the hierarchy of cognitive operations.
The controversy lies, therefore, in the three opposite approaches:
teaching cognitive skills vs. non-cognitive skills, developing cognitive skills
vs. subject knowledge, training learners’ cognitive skills vs. testing skills.
Research hypotheses
The hypothesis of the research consisted of the proposition: cognitive
skills growth in the classroom depends on explicit training of lower- and
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higher-order cognitive skills with the specificity of their development at every level.
Methodology of research
Research methodology included literature analysis aimed at establishing key ideas about cognitive skills development, teachers’ opinion poll with
a purpose to have a cut of massive pedagogical practices, follow-up interviews with the teachers, action research into teaching cognitive skills to students of engineering specialties in the open-ended writing tasks during their
lessons of English.
Literature analysis
According to the published research, developing cognitive skills in
learners is an issue of state concern because there is a close relationship between educational achievement and Gross Domestic Product, which means
that school policy is a social tool that can spur economic growth. Paradoxically, the shares of basic literates and high performers do not affect in any
significant degree the country’s economy. In fact, the group of high performers can be larger in poorer countries due to increased motivation to part
with poverty. Important here is the fact that schools contribute to economic
success by producing a positive effect on the learners’ cognitive skills [16].
To continue the link of school-developed cognitive skills to the economic success of graduates, there is research in employers’ skill preferences
regarding job applicants. According to the data, cognitive skills matter most
in a number of European countries including Czech and Irish labor markets
[17]. Incidentally, these countries have recently shown remarkable economic
growth.
In view of the importance attached to cognitive skills in school learning and future employment, there is continuous interest in Bloom’s taxonomy of deeper learning, which involves higher order thinking and the capacity
to transfer knowledge to a great variety of tasks and contexts [18].
As Bloom’s taxonomy suggests, knowledge development proceeds
with the growing complexity of cognitive operations, starting with retention
of discrete pieces and over to comprehension through transformation, application by transfer to new circumstances, analysis and distinguishing between
facts and opinions, synthesis in a new intellectual product, and evaluation as
critical reflection.
Cognitive skills enable the learner to work out four types of
knowledge such as, factual (facts and events), conceptual (theories and models), procedural (methodology and processes), and metacognitive (awareness
of ways and practices). These types of knowledge, based on higher-order
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thinking, enable higher-order cognitive behavior in learners. Creative procedures
of knowledge generation in learners enhance cognitive abilities further on.
Bolstering learners’ cognitive skills is a specific educational target
achieved with the help of dedicated pedagogy. There are teaching techniques
that appear to be more conducive to cognitive skills development compared to
others. Among successful techniques, researchers name such activities as information gathering, segmentation and restructuring of data, analysis and interpretation, problematizing and questioning other views, recognizing and
treating constraints, articulating ideas, evaluating procedures and results [19].
Information analysis implies identifying components and their attributes, recognizing patterns and causal relationships, differentiating between
central and peripheral ideas, identifying and treating factual and interpretative errors, i.e. commenting on “what is wrong”.
Ideas generation characterizes productive minds capable of inferring,
predicting and elaborating theories.
Thought evaluation includes establishing criteria, data and verifiable
indicators for informed assessment of the products and processes.
It is necessary to emphasize that students’ environment, which is
learner-designed and self-directed, flexibly structured and periodically reorganized, less predictable and sometimes “adventurous” makes a markedly
greater impact on cognitive skills development than traditional setting of
predictable procedures and results [Ibid.].
Emphasizing the development of higher-order cognitive skills may
produce a false impression that lower-order skills are of lesser significance
in the learners’ cognitive development. In reality, lower- and higher-order
cognitive operations build upon each in accumulating thinking experience.
This explains the necessity to train memory, supported with comprehension
skills. Only on this condition will learners’ minds be ready for exercising
creativity skills, producing and implementing novel ideas from scratch [20].
Special attention in the development of higher order cognitive skills
rightfully goes to the reading curriculum because learner’s interaction with
the written text is important in terms of thought stimulation. The following
while-reading activities are among the most efficient: comparing and contrasting ideas, distinguishing the perspectives of the author and the heroes,
explaining cause-and-effect relationship, interpreting circumstances, inferring insights and resolving puzzles [21].
The real value of learners’ cognitive development is not so much the
ability to solve problems, but the skill of learning to learn [22]. The significance ascribed to the skill of learning is not accidental for a number of good
reasons. It is a measurable indicator of educational effectiveness, key competence for lifelong learning, and valid predictor of successful studies and
careers. This prompts the necessity to develop complex problem solving
tests that require demonstration of ability to learn on the spot.
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Considering the research carried out in the area of higher order learning-to-learn skills, a new dimension of teaching taxonomy emerges – learning taxonomy [23]. The reason for such shift of attention is that course-books
and teaching practices putting special emphasis on comprehension and
knowledge-in-memory questions still disregard transfer-application-analysissynthesis-evaluation chain. Therefore, there is a need to teach learners to
engage with knowledge, thus challenging stereotypes of “proper teaching”.
Practically speaking, the taxonomy of learning to learn skills includes a
variety of thinking types, because eventually learners, in the course of education,
acquire not knowledge, whether declarative or procedural, but thinking skills.
Thus, the outcome of education may be either reduced to the skill of memorizing the knowledge “on offer”, or extended to the whole arsenal of learners’ intellect. This means that the following types of thinking can make cognitive curriculum of teaching: executive, logical, judicial, creative, and critical [24].
The whole range of discussions on the issue of cognitive skills comes
down to the following cognitive skills taxonomy:
Lower-order cognitive skills:
– owning knowledge;
– utilizing knowledge;
– demonstrating knowledge.
Higher-order cognitive skills:
– generating knowledge;
– generating problems;
– generating solutions.
Quasi-cognitive skills:
– metacognitive reflections;
– procedure organization;
– language use.
Cognitive skills can make an important part of language teaching curriculum. However, there are both proponents of and opponents to the cognitive-skills approach who either support or take issue with the higher-order
cognitive skills in the language classroom [25, 26]. The opponents argue that
not every language student possesses the higher-level skills of cognition demanded by some language learning activities. Instead, they suggest training
students to perform in English what they already can do in their mother
tongue from the point of cognitive operations. The crucial point of the debate
here is whether language teachers should or should not address cognitive
processes in learners.
Research and discussion
Teachers’ opinion poll
In search of the teachers’ views on the cognitive agenda in the English
language classroom, we conducted an internet-based opinion poll among
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139 teachers from various regions of Russia. The question was about the
most frequent teaching activities in the lessons of English. The results are in
diagram 1.

Diagram 1. Results of teacher’s opinion poll on the most frequent language
classroom activities

Key to the diagram:
1 – retrieving previously learned information;
2 – testing language and communicative skills;
3 – argumentative reasoning in discussion and writing;
4 – retelling previously learned texts;
5 – transferring knowledge to a different situation;
6 – consolidating and memorizing lesson material;
7 – comparing / contrasting objects, images and opinions;
8 – questioning contents;
9 – finding controversial information in books and on the internet;
10 – generating learner’s own material.
The diagram shows that in Russia’s classroom context, “retrieving
previously learned information” is taking the lead, with “testing language
and communicative skills” coming second. Unlike the tendencies of the precommunicative era, “retelling previously learned texts” has moved a step
down the list, letting ahead “learner reasoning in discussion and writing”.
Previously popular “consolidating and memorizing lesson material” has descended further down in favor of “transferring knowledge to a different situation”. However, such activities as “questioning contents”, “finding contro-
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versial information in books and on the internet”, “generating learners’ own
material” still occupy subsidiary positions in the chart.
Follow-up interviews
During the interviews, the teachers reflected on their opinions. The
purpose of the interviews was to probe into the most favored activities in the
English language lessons.
Most frequent activities according to the teachers’ interviews are in
chart 1.

Chart 1. Most frequent teaching activities according to the teachers’ interviews

As the chart shows, the key activity most frequently mentioned by the
teachers during interviews was text-based teaching. This implied text comprehension committing the content to memory, whether voluntarily or involuntarily.
An important feature of the “proper lesson” was teaching grammar
and vocabulary with a variety of sentence- and text-based techniques.
Grammar-and-vocabulary activities, according to the teachers’ model,
had a “creative” follow-up. The arsenal of the tasks referred to as “creative”
included storytelling (based on the studied texts), dialogues and role-plays
(dramatized learner-made scripts), text- or problem-based discussions, summarizing a text or, making WebQuest presentations. Language testing was a
destination point of the teaching / learning trajectory.
Most teachers mentioned the text as the premise for a variety of teaching and learning techniques. Quite a few teachers would mention “creative
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tasks” in their lessons, though failing to unwrap the term. Many of them preferred to sideline material memorization although there were those who emphasized their trust in memory-driven exercises. Testing techniques featured
prominently and the teachers almost unanimously acknowledge the washback effect of using language tests as training tools. Closed-ended tests dominated over open-ended tasks whether written or oral. Some teachers estimated teaching-testing ratio in their lessons as 50-50. They gave preference
to closed-ended testing blanks as time saving and instrumental techniques
for checking up vast areas of vocabulary and grammar, as well as text comprehension during reading or listening.
Discussion of the teachers’ opinion poll and interview results
The priority given by Russian teachers of English to working with
texts and retrieving previously learned information comes as no surprise because “learning”, as it came out in the interviews, was to a large degree “the
filling of memory storage with knowledge details and the taught skills”.
By comparison, the ultimate goal of language instruction in the Chinese culture is either to read the needed materials and to study or work
abroad. It comes as no surprise that the text functions as the springboard for
training pronunciation, expanding vocabulary, practicing grammar points,
speaking on the text-related subjects, writing compositions and doing translations [27].
It is true that one of the frequently used text-based cognitive operations is the retrieval of information from memory. Though it is not a higherorder cognitive skill, research proves that retrieval of rhetorical units is necessary for ample text comprehension. This means that retrieving
information from memory is the necessary pre-skill for higher-order
text processing [28]. This explains why the teachers often prioritize memorybased teaching tasks.
It is also worth noting that in the Test of English Language Learning
(TELL) one of the testing formats is “Listen and Retell” type. The students
hear an extended narrative and retell it in as much detail as they can. The
scoring rubrics do not require students to use the same words presented in
the text. The focus is on the accurate reproduction of the ideas in the narrative [29].
With all the importance attached to text-based teaching and task-based
amendments, the awareness of the need to boost cognitive load for better
intelligence training, especially in content and language integrated learning
(CLIL) is becoming apparent. The newly springing tendency is utilizing
higher-order cognitive skills as a hallmark of high-quality teaching.
The most recent tendency is to integrate language learning and content
studies. Until now, the tradition has been to overlook lower- / higher-order
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cognitive skills in language instruction even though emphasis has long been on
language and content / context teaching. The challenge to enrich the language
curriculum with explicitly taught cognitive skills is now on the agenda [30].
Content and language brought together in the learners minds call for processing.
Deeper content understanding is not the only gain brought by cognitive
skills training in the English language lessons. As L. Vygotsky powerfully
proved, thought and speech though stemming from different roots merge into a
unified function that enables social interaction and the skill of reasoning [31].
Reasoning consists in the ability to move logically, from premises to addon ideas, building up discourse structure with arguments buttressing assumptions. As research shows, the task of teaching reasoning is not training learners
to argue, but creating conditions for seeking and using argumentation [32].
The attention of Russia’s teachers of English to the text-based instruction prompted the next step of our research. It was the case study of teaching
argumentative reasoning based on texts.
Action research rationale
The problem with teaching cognitive skills was that such skills were
more difficult to develop and assess than retention of information from the
text in memory. We decided to combine text-based techniques with cognitive activities in the open-ended writing tasks [33].
In our action research we proceeded from the premise that the key
cognitive skill to be developed in students was argumentative reasoning as
logical arrangement of evidence generated and evaluated for the purpose of
problem solving in the course of cognition [34]. To teach argumentative reasoning we created conditions for the learners to utilize contextual knowledge
of the text to produce their own “small theory”.
According to the framework of California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory, the cognitive construct characterizes learners with critical
thinking skills as truth seeking, open-minded, analytical, systematic, confident, judgmental and inquisitive individuals capable of dealing with a problem. The procedures for developing critical thinking skills in learners as described in literature [35] include: questioning one’s own beliefs; generating
evidence both supporting and refuting; reasoning logically and honestly as
conscientious believers; seeking alternatives in the most ample and unbiased
way; weighing up arguments irrespective of your prior views; avoiding cognitive bias by giving full credit to arguments “against”; reflecting back on
one’s own critical reasoning with a possible change of mind [36]. These
skills were explicated and taught to the students.
Additionally, we taught our learners to observe and describe, interpret
and explain facts, use evidence, make connections and create a complexity of
views, looking for and dealing with controversies, thinking critically about
thinking [37].
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In our lessons, the post-graduate students at the technical university
were given a series of texts containing discursive reasoning and the task was
to write their own deliberations on the subject.
The task ran as follows:
Read the text and write your own reflection on it. Remember to give a
careful thought to the ideas in the text by comparing, contrasting and commenting on them, stating your initial thesis, developing it and writing a restatement in the end in a well-informed logical conclusion. Make your ideas
transparent, the text organized, and the language accurate.
For assessing the learners’ cognitive skills, we used a set of criteria –
points of evaluating learners’ performance. The criteria were paired with
verifiable (observable) indicators that could be detected in the learner’s discourse. The evaluation framework is shown in chart 2.
Critical thinking evaluation framework

Content
Thesis
Evidence
Reasoning
Ideas
Conclusion
Mechanics
Language
Organization

Chart 2

Critical Thinking Evaluation Framework
Criteria
Indicators
relevant mature defendable
credible sufficient ample
cohesive coherent informed
insightful original transparent
restating premised convincing
accurate expressive adequate
goal-driven structured highlighted

Critical thinking evaluation framework contains the “communicative
contents” and “ language mechanics” areas of assessment to estimate the
quality of learners’ thought process. The “communicative content” area
breaks down into the “thesis”, “evidence”, “reasoning”, “ideas” and “conclusion” items. They are assessed according to a series of appropriate indicators. The “language mechanics” area features the two items of assessment:
“voclabulaty / grammar” and “logical organization”. Each is assessed with
the help of observable indicators.
Action research lasted for ten two-hour lessons (one lesson per week).
Nine post-graduate students were taking part.
According to the assessment scheme, each verifiable indicator, if confirmed, brought the student one point.
The results of action research case study
The results of the action research are represented in chart 3.
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Chart 3
The results of action research (based on the Critical Thinking Evaluation Framework)
Criteria

Indicators
Content
Thesis
relevant mature defendable
Evidence
credible sufficient ample
Reasoning
cohesive coherent informed
Ideas
insightful original transparent
Conclusion
embracing premised convincing
Mechanics
Language (vocabulary / grammar) accurate expressive adequate
Logical organization
goal-driven structured sign-posted

Scoring
2.1
2.3
2.2
1.1
1.3
2.4
2.7

Indicators in italics made the “short-term” agenda of instruction.
These sub-skills developed in learners after a series of training sessions within a relatively short period of teaching (ten weeks). In contrast, indicators in
bold type constituted a long-term agenda because apparently such sub-skills
of critical thinking take considerably longer time to develop.
Our results were consistent with another independent research, in
which training time was given to the development of cognitive skills. Shortterm training raised the performance of crystallized intelligence, i.e. imitable
and declarative knowledge. Fluid intelligence in the form of inimitable and
procedural skills did not now show a reliable rise in scoring during extra
training sessions. However, fluid intelligence indicators increased individually with the years [38–43].
The sub-skills marked in our Critical Thinking Evaluation Framework in
italics referred to crystallized intelligence because the students were able to “follow and demonstrate” them. The sub-skills in bold type referred to as fluid intelligence and apparently proved more difficult to demonstrate as “learned”.
By giving our post-graduate students short-term training, we succeeded in teaching them to:
– use the given data;
– generate their own evidence by accessing resources;
– follow the suggested format;
– organize the text structurally;
– achieve discourse cohesion with connectives.
Short-term training given to the participants failed to:
– broaden background and general knowledge;
– achieve maturity in evidence and argumentation;
– deal with the cognitive bias;
– overcome stereotypical thinking;
– learn the art of hypothesizing and theory building.
Short-term training proved to be relatively successful in teaching
learners the knowledge that can be located in the text, such as, creating in
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learners’ memory a certain complexity of facts and assumptions. These attainments referred to the lower-order cognitive skills.
Higher-order cognitive skills consisting in critical approach to the established propositions, questioning stereotypes, creating controversies, seeking solutions and building theories apparently require a longer program of
instruction.
Conclusion
The research into the development of cognitive skills in students has
produced a number of findings that shed light on the issue suggesting integration of subject knowledge build-up, cognitive skills development and
successful performance in a unified pedagogical process.
The learning process can boost the growth of lower- and higher-order
cognitive skills as a merger of learners’ ability to analyze localized details
and to synthesize new knowledge by processing facts and opinions critically,
reasoning logically and drawing conclusions in a well-informed way.
Processing localized (“pinpointed”) details in the text is the way to
develop skills of comprehension and analysis in learners, important but not
sufficient for the ample actualization of intellectual functions. In contrast,
whole-text message elicitation is the activity that trains the skills of synthesis
and productive thinking, necessary for generating new knowledge.
The reality of learners’ cognitive development is that the lower-order
cognitive skills of processing localized knowledge develop sooner than the
higher-order cognitive skills as the ability to generate knowledge through
critical thinking. The latter develops through lasting and concerted efforts
taking a long path of life-long learning.
The teaching community seems to give preference to teaching
knowledge comprehension and learning rather than knowledge production,
because the former brings fast and tangible results, while the latter may bear
fruit much later. There appears to be no such thing as a fast track towards
higher-order cognitive development of learners.
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